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Shtooting Stars observed atMarkree, August 12, 1847. 

No. M.T.larkee From. To. Dur. Mag Remarks. 

'_h .m.._--_-._ 
1 11 5 21.6 21 Can. Ven. a Bootis. 0.5 2 No train. 

2 11 8 57.7 a Draconis. y Bootis. 0.3 3 

3 11 10 41.8 a Cassiop. p Cygni. 0. 2 5 

4 11 17 17.8 4 Urs. Mlaj. Upward. 0.6 5 Notrain,ratheralow. 

5 11 18 21.8 In Camelop. Downward. 0.2 3 Train. 

6 11 27 47.8 Vulpecul. Pole. 0.4 3 No train. 

7 11 30 20.9 a Urs. Mmin. X Cephei. 1.0 1 No train. Slow. 

8 11 O31 5 6. 9 Across D Camelop Head of Urs. Maj. 0. 2 4 

9 11 34 38.9 { Vertex of A } Urs. Maj. 0.4 4 

10 1i 35 28.9 a Cassiop. a Andromed. 1. 5 . . 
asbrightasJupiter 

(Between a) 

11 11 46 18.9 . Cephei and 
la 

Lyr:. 0.3 6 No train. 
a Cygni. i 

12 11 51 30.0 y Urs. Niin. y Bootis. 0.6 5 

13 11 53 1.0 q Draconis. Thro' Cor. Bor. 0.3 5 

14 12 25 56. 1 a Urs. Min. C Urs. Maj. 0.6 1 Seen thro' a cloud. 

15 12 26 24. 1 9 Bootis. v Bootis. 0.2 3 No train. 

16 12 27 19. 9 In head of 0.7 1 Train?seeninacloud. Urs. M~aj0. ITriseniacod 

17 14 28 9.J0 T a n0.3 3 No train. 
6 -Urs. NU.i 

18 14 33 13.0 r Cephei. Thro' Draconis. 0.4 2 Train. 

19 14 38 57.0 Below aUrs.Min. q Urs. Min. 0.2 3 No train. 

20 14 43 46. 0 q Persei. Z Aurigte. 0.4 2 

21 14 52 ,54. 1 Head of Urs. Maj. Vertically down. 0.2 3 

22 14 54 0.1 Near a Lyri. Downwards. 0.4 2 
23 14 56 0. y Cephei. Eastward. 1.5 2 

24 14 56 30.1 Above y Cephei. Westward. 0.2 2 

25 15 0 5. 1 3 Andromed. Southward. 0.7 1 No train. 

The Rev. Dr. Robinson made some remarks on Mr. 

Cooper's communication, and called the attention of the 

meeting to observations made by Mr. Cooper on shooting 

stars seen by him in the daytime. 

Sir W. Rowan Hamilton gave an account of some addi 

tional applications of Quaternions to Surfaces of the Second 

Order. 
In the Abstract printed as part of the Proceedings of the 
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Academy for July 20, 1846, the following equation of the 

ellipsoid (there numbered 44), 

T(,p+ p)) L2, (1) 

was given, as a transformation of this other equation of the 

same surface (there marked 35): 

T (ap + pa + ?p - pj3); (2) 

which was itself deduced by transforming, according to the 
rules of quaternions, the formula 

(p + pa)' - (f3p - p3)2 1; (3) 

this last quaternion form of the equation of the ellipsoid having 
been previously exhibited to the Academy, at its meeting of 
December 8, 1845. (See the equation numbered 21, in the 
Proceedings of that date.) The symbols a, ,3, denote two 
constatnt vectors; the symbols (, Kc, denote two other constant 
vectors, connected with them by the relations 

a +j33 12 2_ 2 (2 4) 
L K 

where L2 - c2 is a negative scalar ; and p denotes a variable 

vector, drawn from the centre to the surface of the ellipsoid: 

while T is the characteristic of the operation of taking the 

tensor of a quaternion. 

If a new variable vector v be defined, as a function of the 

three vectors t, ic, p, by the equation 

(IC2 
_ 

L2)2 v = (K + 1) p + IpK + Kp (5) 

it results from the general rules of this calculus that this new 

vector v will satisfy each of the two following equations: 

S.vpl; S.vdp=O; (6) 

which give also these two other equations, of the same kind 

with them, and differing only by the interchange of the two 

symbols p and v: 

S. pv= I; S.pdv=0; (=) 

where d is the characteristic of differentiation, and S is that 
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of the operation of taking the scalar part of a quaterniori. The 

equations (6) shew that v is the vector, of which the recipro 
cal v - 1 represents in length and in direction the perpendicular 

let fall from the common origin of the variable vectors here 

considered on the plane which touclhes at the extremity of the 

vector p the locus of that variable extremity; so that v - I is 

here a symbol for the perpendicular let fall from the centre of 

the ellipsoid on the tangent plane to that surface: and v itself 

denotes, in length and in direction, the reciprocal of that per 
pendicular, so that it may be called the vector of proximity of 
the tangent plane, or of the element of the surface of the ellip 

soid, to the centre regarded as an origin. Accordingly, the 

equation here marked (5) was given in the Abstract of July, 

1846 (where it was numbered 45), as a formula for determin 

ing what was there also called the vector of proximity of the 

tangent plane of the ellipsoid. It may now be seen that 

the symbolical connexion between the two equations above 
marked (6), and the two other equations lately numbered (7), 
correspondts to, and expresses,in this Calculus, under what may 
be regarded as a strikingly simple form, the known connexion 
of reciprocity between any two surfaces, of which one is the 
locus of the extremities of straight lines drawn from any fixed 
poiTnt, so as to be in their directions perpendicular to the tan 
gent planes of the other surface, and in their lengths inversely 
proportional to those perpendiculars: from the perception of 
which general relation of reciprocity between surfaces, exem 
plified previously for the case of two reciprocal ellipsoids by 
that great geometrical genius (Professor Mac Cullagh), whose 
recent and untimely loss we all so deeply deplore, the author 

of the present communication was led to announce to the 

Academy, in October, 1832, the existence of certain circles of 
contact on Fresnel's wave, which he saw to be a necessary con 

sequence of the existence of certain oonical cusps on another 

and reciprocal surface. A very elegant geometrical proof of 
the same general theorem of reciprocity was given afterwards, 
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in the Transactions* of this Academy, by Professor Mac Cul 

lagh himself. 
As respects the reciprocal ellipsoid, of which the vector v, 

in the equation lately marked (6), denotes a semid'iameter, it 

may be mentioned here that, withi the same significations of 

the symbols, the following equation holds good: 

(2j3S .af3)2= (f3S .j3V)2 +(V .j3V. aiv)'; () 

with equations for other central surfaces of the second order, 

regarded as reciprocals of central surfaces, which differ only in 

the signs of their terms from this equation (8). The author 

proposes, in a future conitinuation of the present communica 

tion, to illustrate this new form, as regards the processes of 

obtaining and of interpreting it. Meanwhile he desires to 

submit to the niotice of the Academy the following construc 

tion, for generating a system of two reciprocal ellipsoids, 

by means of a moving sphere, to which his own methods have 

conducted him, although it may turni out to have been already 
otherwise discovered. Let then a sphere of constant magni 

tude, with centre E, move so that it always intersects two fixed 

and mutually intersecting straight lines, AB, All', in four 

poinats, L, M, L', M', of which L and M are on AB, while 

LC and M' are on AB'; and let one diagonal LM', of the in 

scribed quadrilateral L MM'L, be constantly parallel to a third 

fixed line AC, which will oblige the other diagonal ML' of 

the same quadrilateral to move parallel to a fourthi fixed line 

AC'. Let N be the point in which the diagonals intersect, 

and draw AF equal and parallel to ENV; so that AENE i's a 

parallelogram: then the locus of the centre E of the moving 

sphere is one ellipsoid, and the locus of the opposite corner F 

* 
See the beautiful paper entitled, 

* * 
Geometrical Propositions applied to 

the Wave Theory of Light. By James Mac Cullagh, F. T. C. D." Read 

June 24, 1833. Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xvii. 

VOL. IV. C 
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of the parallelogram is another ellipsoid reciprocal thereto. 

These two ellipsoids have a common centre, namely, the point 
A; and a common mean axis, which is equal to the diameter 

of the moving sphere. Two sides, AE, AF, of the parallelo 
gram AENIA, are thus two semidiameters, which may be re 
garded as reciprocal to each other, one of the one ellipsoid, and 
the other of the other. It is, however, to be observed, that they 
fall at opposite sides of the principal plane, containing the four 
fixed lines, and that, therefore, it may be proper to call them 

more fully opposite reciprocal semidiameters; and to call the 
points E a-nd F, in which they terminate, opposite reciprocal 
points. The two other sides, EN, FN, of the same varying 
parallelogram, are the normals to the two ellipsoids, meeting 
each other in the point N, upon the same principal plane. In 

that plane, the two former fixed lines, AB, AIX, are the axes 

of the two cylinMers of revolution which are circumscribed 
about the first ellipsoid; and the two latter fixed lines, AC, 

AC', are the two cyclic normals of the same first ellipsoid: 
while the diagonals LM', ML', of the inscribed quadrilateral 
in the construction, are the axes of the two circles on the surface 
of that ellipsoid, which circles pass through the point E, that is 
througlr the centre. of the moving sphere, and which are also 

contained upon the surface of another sphere, having its centre 
at the point N: all which is easily adapted, by suitable inter 
changes, to the other or reciprocal ellipsoid, and flows with 
great facility from the quaternion equations above given. 

It may not be out of place to mention, on this occasion, 
although for the present without its demonstration, another 
simple geometrical construction conniected with a surface of 
the second order, and derived from the same calculus of qua 
ternions. This construction is adapted to determine the cone 
of revolution which osculates, along a given side, to a cone of 
the second degree; but it will perhaps be most easily under 
stood by considering it as serving to assign the interior pole 
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of the small circle on a sphere, which osculates at a given point 
T, to a given spherical conic. Let the given cyclic arcs be 

AC, AC', extending from one of the two points A of their 
own mutual intersectioni to the tangent arc CTC', which is 
well known to be bisected at the point of contact T. On the 
normal arc NTP, drawn through that given point T, let fall 
a perpendicular arc AN; draw NC, or NC', and erect CP or 
CP, perpendicular thereto, and meeting the normal arc in P: 
the point P, thus determined, will be the pole, or spherical 
centre of curvature, which was required. 

Sir William R. Hamilton communicated a notice by Pro 
fessor Young, in continuation of a paper by the same author, 
on the sum of eight squares, read to the Academy on 14th 
June last. (See Proceedings, Vol. III., p. 526.) 

The principal object of the author is to shew that the for 
mula for eight squares, as printed in the part of the Proceed 
ings just referred to, does not admit of extension to the case 
of sixteen squares, or to any of the more advaniced forms. The 
manner in which the proof of this is conducted may be briefly 
described as follows. As stated in the former abstract, the 
constrtuction of the eight-square formula was suggested by a 
certain law of formation observable in that for four squares. 
It was under the guidance of this law that the component parts 
of the more advanced form were constructed and connected 
together; thus presenting, when completed, the eight rows 
of binomials which appear in the before-mentioned abstract, 
and which, from their construction, are necessarily such that 
if the quantities composing any two binomials in a row are 
each made zero (which is equivalent to reducing the eight 
squares to four), the pre-established four-square formula re 
suits. 

It is easy to see, if the sixteen-square form existed, that it 

would necessarily involve the subordinate form for eight, ex 
c 2 


